H₂eco Phase 7 and 8
What: H2eco is Essex & Suffolk Water’s (ESW) leading large scale retrofit project, which since its inception
has delivered 14,999 water audits to metered and un-metered customers. H₂eco involves a trained plumber
visiting a customers home to install/provide a range of water saving devices free of charge. H2eco Phase 7
and 8 are the focus of this entry as they have been carried out in the last two years and have been the
most successful in demonstrating best practise, excellent customer service and quantifiable water savings.
6,003 full retrofit audits were completed as part of Phases 7 and 8 between May 2012 and November 2013.
The key objective of the project is to encourage customers to embrace water efficiency through offering
home water audits. It is hoped (and has been proven) that customers will be inspired to sustain good water
habits far beyond the timescale of the project. ESW use a mixture of ‘hard’ retrofit and ‘soft’ behavioural
change innovations. Retrofit products include; ecoBETAs, a device which converts a standard single-flush
siphon toilet into a dual flush toilet. A Save-a-flush, a small bag filled with crystals which expands to
displace one litre of water every time you flush. Tap and shower aerators which infuse air into the flow of
water and finally, a range of garden products such as water butts, water storing crystals and trigger hose
guns. The behavioural change products include; a universal plug to fit all types of plug hole, a shower timer
to remind people when to get out of the shower and a children’s educational kit used to inspire younger
generations to save water.
Why: Retrofit projects such as H2eco have been at the centre of ESWs water efficiency strategy since 1997
in order to ensure ESW successfully balances supply and demand. Rather than simply distribute products,
gadgets and gizmos with no real engagement, ESW devised a retrofit programme with an objective to
reach and engage with as many customers as possible to achieve real, quantifiable and sustainable water
savings. H₂eco exemplifies this.
Arguably the greatest limitation is ensuring we engage with the majority of our customer base. Currently our
participation rate is approximately 20%, which is considerably higher than comparable projects undertaken
elsewhere within the industry. We adopt a range of subtle techniques to ensure we achieve such high
participation rates. We tailor literature carefully to appeal to all types of customer needs and concerns (for
example economic and environmental). We make the appointments flexible around the customer’s
commitments offering evening and weekend appointments. Finally, we make the application process as
easy as possible offering application routes such as application by telephone, post, text message, website
and QR codes.
How: To ensure H2eco delivers sustainable water savings, ESW focus on a number of unique areas
including, plumber training, product selection and customer engagement. The plumbers undergo thorough
training to ensure they fully understand how the water saving products work and how to deliver the project
to its highest standard. As a result, ESW can be confident the maximum numbers of products are installed
in the correct situations. ESW supplies plumbers with multiple variations of products to ensure both
compatibility with existing fittings (such as four different tap inserts) as well as customer satisfaction (such
as different coloured shower heads to match bathroom aesthetics). To ensure sustained behavioural
change the plumber encourages the customer to accompany them during the audit. Whilst doing so the
customer is provided with comprehensive advice and literature on how the products work and how they can
save water around the home and garden. A recent review of the early H2eco phases confirm these efforts
are justified with evidence to suggest the metered savings are sustained for four years after the project,
highlighting the effectiveness of combining the installation of water saving products with the delivery of
effective behavioural change messages.
How much: Undertaking H2eco Phase 7 and 8 has resulted in total water savings of 140.95m3 per day,
which equates to an average measured water saving of 23.48 litres per property per day. The water
savings reported here represent ‘actual’ water savings calculated through the analysis of meter reads taken
before the audit, on the date of the audit and following the audit. In total, 44,426 products have been
installed across the two phases including 2,776 ecoBETAs fitted in 2,460 properties, 10,899 tap inserts
installed across 4,761 properties and 1,934 showerheads installed in 1,774 properties. The water savings
achieved by each property result in an average annual financial saving of £26.24 (2013/14 Essex & Suffolk
Water water rate and Anglian Water’s sewage rate) which means the project has saved our customers
£157,518.72 a year.
*This measured saving is based on 1780 measured customers. Please note that at the time of writing this entry not all final reads for Phase 8 had
been acquired.

“Awareness of the need to save a scarce
commodity”
“How easy the whole visit was and efficient”
“It's a brilliant project in fact it should be made
compulsory for environmental reasons”
99.3% of customers were happy with the overall level of service
they received
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